As machine learning becomes an important part of many real world applications affecting human lives, new requirements, besides high predictive accuracy, become important. One important requirement is transparency, which has been associated with model interpretability. Many machine learning algorithms induce models difficult to interpret, named black box. Black box models are difficult to validate. Moreover, people have difficulty to trust models that cannot be explained. Explainable artificial intelligent is an active research area. In particular for machine learning, many groups are investigating new methods able to explain black box models. These methods usually look inside the black models to explain their inner work. By doing so, they allow the interpretation of the decision making process used by black box models. Among the recently proposed model interpretation methods, there is a group, named local estimators, which are designed to explain how the label of particular instance is predicted. For such, they induce interpretable models on the neighborhood of the instance to be explained. Local estimators have been successfully used to explain specific pre- how to best define the neighborhood of an instance? How to control the trade-off between the accuracy of the interpretation method and its interpretability? How to make the obtained solution robust to small variations on the instance to be explained?
Introduction
Machine learning (ML) algorithms have shown high predictive capacity for model inference in several application domains. This is mainly due to recent technological advances, increasing number and size of public dataset repositories, and development of powerful frameworks for ML experiments [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Application domains where ML algorithms have been successfully used include image recognition, 7 natural language processing 8 and speech recognition. 9 In many of these applications, the safe use of machine learning models and the users' right to know how decisions affect their life make the interpretability of the models a very important issue.
Many currently used machine learning algorithms induce models difficult to interpret and understand how they make decisions, named black boxes.
This occurs because several algorithms produce highly complex models in order to better describe the patterns in a dataset.
Most ML algorithms with high predictive performance induce black box models, leading to inexplicable decision making processes. Black box models reduce the confidence of practitioners in the model predictions, which can be a obstacle in many real world applications, such as medical diagnostics, 10 science, autonomous driving, 11 and others sensitive domains.
In these applications, it is therefore important that predictive models are easy to interpret. Representation of a domain of a two-dimensional feature problem where the plane defined by the two features is not fully covered. A local sampling can be used to create explanations on the neighborhood of the instance (red circle) that belongs to the correct task domain (blue region) (i.e., the intersection of the orange circle with the blue region) rather than on the orange circle.
To overcome these problems, many methods that are able to improve model interpretation have been recently proposed; see e.g. 12,13 for details. These methods aim at providing further information regarding the predictions obtained from predictive models. In these methods, interpretability can occur at different levels: (i) on the dataset; (ii) after the model is induced; and (iii) before the model is induced. 14 We will focus our discussion on methods for model interpretability that can be applied after the induction of a predictive model by a ML algorithm; these are known as agnostic methods.
Model-agnostic interpretation methods are a very promising approach to solve the problem of trust and to uncover the full potential of ML algorithms. These methods can be applied to explain predictions made by models induced by any ML algorithm. Some well known model-agnostic interpretation methods are described in. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] Perhaps the most well known interpretation method is LIME, 17 which allows local explanations for classification and regression models. LIME has been shown to present a very good capability to create local explanations. As a result, LIME has been used to interpret models induced by ML algorithms in different application domains. However, it it still not clear how to make some decisions when implementing and applying LIME and related methods. Some questions that arise are:
i How to best define the neighborhood of an instance?
ii How to control the trade-off between the accuracy of the interpretation model and its interpretability?
iii How to make the obtained solution robust to small variations on the instance to be explained?
A good local explanation for a given instance x * needs to have high fidelity to the model induced by a ML algorithm in the neighborhood of x * . Although this neighborhood is typically defined in terms of Euclidean distances, ideally it should be supported by the dataset. Thus, the sub-domain used to fit the local explanation model (i.e., a model used to explain the black box model) should reflect the domain where the black model model was induced from. For instance, high-dimensional datasets often lie on a submanifold of R d , in which case defining neighborhoods in terms of the Euclidean distance is not appropriate.
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To deal with this deficiency, we address issue (i) by creating a technique that samples training points for the explanation model along the submanifold where the dataset lies on (as opposed to Euclidean neighborhoods). We experimentally show that this technique provides a solution to (iii).
In order to address (ii), we observe that a good local explanation is not necessarily a direct map of the feature space. For some cases, the appropriate local description of the explanation lies on specific properties of the instance. These instance properties can be obtained through a transformation of the feature space. Thus, we address issue (ii) by creating local explanations on a transformed space of the feature space. This spectrum of questions should be elaborated by the specialists of the specific application domain.
In this work, we focus on performing these modifications for regression tasks. However, these modifications can be easily adapted for classification tasks. In Section , we discuss the use of instance properties, how to deal with the trade-off between explanation complexity and the importance of employing a robust method as an explanatory model. In Section , we describe how to improve the local explanation method using the estimation of the domain of feature space. In Section , we apply our methodology to a toy example. Finally, Section presents the main conclusions from our work and describes possible future directions.
Model Interpretation Methods Local Explanation Through Instance Properties
A crucial aspect for providing explanations to predictive models induced by ML algorithms is the relevant information to the specific knowledge domain. In some cases, a direct representation of the original set of features of an instance does not reflect the best local behavior of a prediction process. Hence, other instance properties can be used to create clear decision explanations. These properties can be generated through a map of the original features space,
i.e., a function of the input x. Moreover, these instance properties can increase the local fidelity of the explanation with the predictive model. This can be easily verified when the original feature space is highly limited and providing poor information on the neighborhood of a specific point. This case is illustrated by Figure 1 (a).
In order to provide a richer environment to obtain a good explanation, the interpretable model should be flexible to possible questions that an user want to instigate the ML model.
Given that the possible explanations are mapped using specific functions of the feature space, we can create an interpretable model using
where x represents the original vector of features, α i are the coefficients of the linear regression that will be used as an explanation, and f i (.) are known functions that map x to the properties (that is, questions) that have a meaningful value for explaining a prediction, or that are necessary to obtain an accurate explanation.
Once f i 's are created, the explainable method should choose which of these functions better represent the predictions made by the original model locally. This can be achieved by introducing an L1 regularization in the square error loss function. More precisely, let h be a black-box model induced by a ML algorithm and consider the task of explaining the prediction made by h at a new instance x. Let x 1 , . . . , x M be a sample generated on a neighborhood of x. The local explanation can be found by minimizing (in α)
where the first term is the standard square error between the induced model and the explanatory model and the second term is the penalization over the explanatory terms. The value of λ i can be set to control the trade-off among the explanatory terms. For instance, if some explanatory terms (f i ) are more difficult to interpret, then a larger value can be assigned to λ i .
In order to set the objective function (Equation 2), one must be able to sample in a neighborhood of x. To keep consistency over random sampling variations on the neighborhood of x, we decided to use a linear robust method that implements the L 1 regularization (see 24 ). This robust linear regression solves some of the problems of instability of local explanations.
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Additionally, a relevant question is how to define a meaningful neighborhood around x.
In the next section we discuss how this question can be answered in an effective way. 
Defining meaningful neighborhoods Feature Space
The training data used by a ML algorithm defines the domain of the feature space. In order to obtain a more reliable explanation model, we can use the estimated domain of the feature space for sampling the data needed to obtain this model via Equation 2,
This approach improves the fidelity and accuracy to the model when compared to standard Euclidean neighborhoods used by other methods. 17 The estimation of the feature domain is closely related to the manifold estimation problem. 26 Here, we show how this strategy works by using the α-shape technique 27, 28 to estimate the domain of the feature space.
α-shape
The α-shape is a formal mathematical definition of the polytope concept of a set of points on the Euclidean space. Given a set of points S ⊂ R d and a real value α ∈ [0, ∞), it is possible to uniquely define this polytope that enclose S. The α value defines an open hypersphere H of radius α. For α → 0, H is a point, while for α → ∞, H is an open half-space. Thus, an α-shape is defined by all k-simplex, {k ∈ Z|0 ≤ k ≤ d}, defined by a set of points s ∈ S where there exist an open hypersphere H that is empty, H ∩ S = ∅, and ∂H ∩ s = s. In this way, the α value controls the polytope details. For α → 0, the α-shape recovered is the set of points S itself, and for α → ∞, the convex hull of the set S is recovered. 27, 28 We define the neighborhood of an instance x to be the intersection of an Euclidean ball around x and the space defined by polytope obtained from the α-shape. In practice, we obtain the instances used in Equation 2 by sampling new points around x that belong to the space defined by polytope obtained from the α-shape.
Results for a Toy Model: Length of a Spiral
In this section, we present an application of our proposed methodology for a toy model in which the data is generated along a spiral. For such, we use the Cartesian coordinates of the spiral on the plane as features.
Definition
We explore the toy model described by where x 1 and x 2 are the values that form the feature vector x = (x 1 , x 2 ), θ is a independent variable, i , i ∈ {1, 2}, is a random noise, and the target value is given by y, the length of the spiral. This toy model presents some interesting features for our analysis, such as the feature domain over the spiral and the substantial variance of the target value when varying one of the features coordinate while keeping the other one fixed.
Instances for Investigation
We investigate the explanation for 3 specific instances of our toy model: x 1 = (0.0, 14.5), 
Model induction using a ML algorithm:
We used a decision tree induction algorithm (DT) in the experiments. We used the Classification and Regression Trees (CART) algorithm implementation provided by the scikit-learn 5 library. The model induced by this algorithm using the previously described dataset had as predictive performance M SE = 24.00 and R 2 = 0.997.
Determining the α-shape of the data:
For this example, we applied the α-shape technique using α = 1.0. The value of α can be optimized for the specific dataset at hand; see 28 for details. The estimation of the domain using the α-shape is illustrated by Figure 2 (b) .
Local Explanation
The local explanation was generated though a linear regression fitted to a data generated over the neighborhood of the point for which the explanation was requested (x exp ). We use the linear robust method available on the scikit-learn package.
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Explanation for instance x 1 = (0.0, 14.5):
The obtained explanation using the standard sampling approach (hereafter normal sampling) presents low agreement with true value of the spiral length (Figure 3(a) ). We also noticed that this explanation is unstable with respect to sampling variations (even though we use a robust method to create the interpretation), and indicates that the best feature to explain the ML algorithm locally is x 2 (Figure 3(b) ). This description is inaccurate (see discussion in Section Instances for Investigation). On the other hand, when the sampling strategy is performed over the correct domain of the feature space (hereafter selected sampling), we obtain an explanation method with high predictive accuracy (i.e., that accurately reproduces the true target value - Figure 3(c) ). Moreover, the feature that best explains such prediction is x 1 (Figure 3(d) ), which is in agreement with our expectation. We also analyzed the other two points to demonstrate the capability of the selected sampling to capture the correct feature importance. For the instance x 2 , the features importance is almost equally divided between the two features ( Figure 4 ). For the instance x 3 , the most important feature is x 2 , with importance of −1.0 ( figure 5 ). In the case of x 3 , the normal sampling strategy produced a good explanation ( figure 5(b) ). However, we noticed that this result is unstable due to random variation in the sampling. All results presented here are in agreement with our discussion in Section Instances for Investigation.
Explanation for instances x

Robustness of Explanations
Good explanation models for x * should be stable to small perturbations around x * . To illustrate the stability of our method, we generated explanations for instances in the neighborhood of x 1 : x 1a = (−2.0, 14.5), x 1b = (1.0, 14.0) and x 1c = (0.5, 13.7). Table 1 shows that the explanations created for these points using selected sampling are compatible with those for x 1 . On the other hand, the normal sampling strategy is unstable. These results demonstrate that using the domain defined by the feature space can improve the robustness of a local explanation of an instance. 
Conclusion
In order to increase trust and confidence on black box models induced by ML algorithms, explanation methods must be reliable, reproducible and flexible with respect to the nature of the questions asked. Local agnostic-model explanations methods have many advantages that are aligned with these points. Besides, they can be applied to any ML algorithm. However, the standard of the existing agnostic methods present problems in producing reproducible explanation, while maintaining accuracy to the original model. To overcome these limitations, we developed new strategies to overcome them. For such, the proposed strategies address the following issues: (i) estimation of the domain of the feature space in order to provide meaningful neighborhoods; (ii) use of different penalization level on explanatory terms; and (iii) employment of robust techniques for fitting the explanatory method.
The estimation of the domain of the features space should be performed and used during the sampling step of local interpretation methods. This strategy increases the accuracy of the local explanation. Additionally, using robust regression methods to create the explainable models is beneficial to obtain stable solutions. However, our experiments show that robust methods are not enough; the data must be sampled taking the domain of the feature space into account, otherwise the generated explanations can be meaningless.
Future work includes testing other methods for estimating manifolds such as diffusion maps 29 and isomaps, 30 extending these ideas to classification problems, and investigating the performance of our approach on real datasets.
